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Orient Electric’s new TVC for BLDC fans with MS Dhoni is a 

futuristic spectacle 

YouTube URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E31ALRS_-64  

 

National, April 15, 2024: Orient Electric Limited [BSE: 541301, NSE: ORIENTELEC], part of the diversified 

USD 2.9 billion CK Birla Group, has launched a new TVC campaign to promote its premium range of BLDC 

fans. The TV commercial, featuring brand ambassador MS Dhoni in a never-seen-before avatar, takes the 

viewers on an electrifying journey through time to unveil the ‘Future of Fans’. 

Set in a futuristic cityscape, the TVC kicks off with a breathtaking aerial view of a packed cricket stadium. 

But you quickly realise that this isn't your regular match - it's robots playing! The bowler's arm glows with 

anticipation as he gears up for a thrilling showdown, while the batsman effortlessly hits the ball. The ball 

zips through the air towards the stands, where a futuristic MS Dhoni, looking cool as ever in an older 

avatar, effortlessly catches it. Holding the ball, Dhoni muses, "Pata nahin cricket ka future kaisa hoga” 

and in a seamless transition, we are transported to the present day, where Dhoni sits in his living room. 

At this moment, he says, “Par fans ka future…pata hai,” pointing to the stylish Orient Aeroslim BLDC fan 

above. 

The TVC ingeniously uses the futuristic narrative to assert that the future of fans is already here - with 

the premium Orient BLDC fans which represent a leap forward in technology, design, and energy 

efficiency. Flaunting new-age designs and finishes, and features such as IoT connectivity, Orient BLDC 

fans epitomize innovation and elegance. The TVC's detailed VFX adds depth to the futuristic narrative, 

captivating viewers with its stunning portrayal of the imagined future.  

Anika Agarwal, Chief Marketing and Customer Experience Officer, Orient Electric Limited said, “In the 

midst of the IPL fervour, we're thrilled to unveil our latest TVC featuring our brand ambassador MS Dhoni 

in an unprecedented avatar. This TVC isn't just about showcasing our premium, energy saving BLDC fans, 

but it's a narrative that encapsulates the evolving preferences of new-age consumers. Today, fans have 

become integral to our lifestyle and home decor, reflecting consumers’ desire for smart, stylish, and 

technologically advanced solutions. With features like IoT controls, integrated lighting, and reverse 

rotation, among others, our premium BLDC fans align with this consumer shift. Through our TVC, we're 

not just presenting a product, but showcasing a vision of the future, where Orient BLDC fans redefine the 

way we think about comfort, convenience, and style. With MS Dhoni's charismatic presence and a 

captivating blend of futuristic elements and cricket's timeless allure, we’re sure that this TVC will resonate 

with audiences, sparking interest and anticipation for our current and upcoming BLDC fans.” 

 

Koushik Sarkar, Director of the TVC, added, “For any filmmaker, imagining the future is exciting. Having 

said that, crafting a narrative around the future of a national obsession like cricket, featuring a national 

icon like MSD, and most importantly, making an already futuristic Orient BLDC ceiling fan look distinctly 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E31ALRS_-64
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different from others in its category, was quite a challenge. Additionally, bringing to life a VFX-heavy 

project from scratch is always a race against time. Nevertheless, with the support of our wonderful 

partners and a very supportive Orient team, we successfully brought this vision to life.” 

The TVC, which has been done in eight languages to resonate with different audiences, will be strongly 

flanked by print, digital, and OOH.  

TVC Credits: 

Brand: Orient Electric  

Brand Custodian: Anika Agarwal  

Production House: KITCHEN.VIDEO 

Director: Koushik Sarkar 

Producer: Avishek Ghosh 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About Orient Electric Ltd.  

Orient Electric Limited is part of USD 2.9 billion diversified CK Birla Group, with strong manufacturing 
capabilities and presence in over 30 countries. It is a trusted brand for consumer electrical products in India, 
offering a diverse portfolio of fans, lighting, home appliances and switchgears. In the domestic market, it 
has penetration up to the small towns with a well-organised distribution network reaching 1,25,000 retail 
outlets and a strong service network covering more than 450 cities. Orient Electric has established itself in 
the market as one-stop solution provider of lifestyle electrical solutions. For more information, visit 
www.orientelectric.com.   

http://www.orientelectric.com/
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About CK Birla Group  

The CK Birla Group, with a revenue of USD 2.9 billion, is an Indian multinational conglomerate. With over 
35,000 employees, the group operates 49 manufacturing facilities across India and internationally, with a 
presence in diverse sectors, including technology, automotive, home and building and healthcare. The 
companies share a common ambition of serving customers, partners and communities to create long term 
value through trust-based relationships and philanthropy. The Trusts and Foundations established by the 
family over the last seven decades actively support social development and healthcare advancements, 
through the promotion of science, technology, education, art and culture.  The CK Birla Group companies 
include Birlasoft Limited, GMMCO Limited, HIL Limited, National Engineering Industries Limited 
(manufacturer of NBC Bearings), Orient Cement Limited, Orient Electric Limited, Orient Paper & Industries 
Limited, AVTEC Limited, and CK Birla Healthcare Private Limited which operates CK Birla Hospitals and Birla 
Fertility & IVF Centres. For more information, visit www.ckbirlagroup.com. 
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